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Just like beach bodies are made in the 
winter, so are juicy curls!

Now if you have been keeping your 
curls hydrated through the fall/
winter, transitioning into the summer 
temperatures should not necessarily 
be a problem for you.

At the top of the season change – just 
like we detox our bodies – it’s now a 
good time to detox your hair!  How, 
you ask . . . 

Choose a nice detox clarifying 
treatment:  it should pull out 
everything from your strands.  Let sit 
for 20 – 30 minutes.
•	 Shampoo with a nice moisturizing 

shampoo  
•	 Follow with a conditioner
•	 Apply a deep conditioner as a final 

cherry on the top (optional)

We highly suggest you then choose a 
protective style that you can rock for 
the next few days.  This will ensure 
that you’re able to lock in some great 
product moisture and the strands will 
not be robbed - quickly becoming 
dried out in less than 24 hours.

Sure we don’t have to put this on 
repeat  (scratched record - rewind) 
– but we will:  Your styling process 
should always include the LOC / LCO 
Method* – the best way to guarantee 
springy bouncy shining curls.  You 
can get your hair favs the next time 
you’re visiting the Studio.  Any one of 

our knowledgeable stylist will 
be happy to guide you through 
product choices to create that 
summer time curl routine.

So, there you have it . . . Summer-
Time Curl Magic!

When posting your pictures, tag 
us on IG @TheNaturalHairStudio; 
we’d love to see your fresh 
smiling curls!

*LOC /LCO Method: 
Liquid (water-like leave-in)Oil 
(sealant: oil/shea/cream) 
Cream (styler product: cream /  
              gel / mousse)

GettinG those Curls  
summer-time ready

Dear Nquirers,

Hey There! I’m Angela Walker, 
owner of N Natural Hair Studio 
and co-owner of The Natural 
Hair Nstitute. If you haven’t 
heard, we’re a pretty cool brand. 
Not just because we think that 
but because our clients think 
that. I’d like to re-introduce you 
to The Natural Hair Nstitute. 
This used to be a brand separate 
from N Natural but my business 

partner, Tonia and I decided to bring them closer together. 
The Nstitute was created to teach working women how to 
become professional natural hair stylists and over the years it’s 
morphed into an institution that teaches both professionals 
and consumers all about natural hair care. With the Nstitute 
working more closely with N Natural you get all the benefits. 
More education. More hair tips. And this cool newspaper you’re 
holding. We’ll be printing these every quarter featuring articles, 
written by us for you, along with a schedule of our upcoming 
consumer and professional classes. As the cool kids say... it’s lit! 
And we’re part of the cool kids group.

We hope you enjoy this inaugural Issue of The Nquirer powered 
by The Natural Hair Nstitute.
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so, I was in the studio talking 
with a client the other day.  the 
topic came up about how hard 
it was for her to find a natural 
Hair salon since relocating to 
the area.  And one thing led to 
another until we went down the 
road “natural Hair Care service 
Cost”.  We started to compare 
chemical salon services to natural 
hair salon services and how often 
clients visit.

We compared how often women 
would visit the salon when 
permed – usually bi-weekly – 

without fail.  they would get a 
perm / color / and sometimes a 
cut – dropping a mint and it was 
never a problem.  Oh, and then 
we talked about the highs of the 
‘weave world’ even today still – 
folks kicking out $500 for bundles 
of hair / $200+ for the install and 
think nothing of it!  buut when 
these same women decided 
to return to their natural hair . . 
.  umm, they no longer see the 
need for a ‘hair stylist’, especially 
a ‘natural hair stylist’.  Most stick 
with their chemical hair stylist as 
they transition until that stylist 

can no longer help them.  Or 
they jump ship all together and 
go it alone!   Why?

do they now devalue their hair 
in its natural state or do they 
devalue the natural hair stylist?  
some say:  “It’s my natural hair, I 
can do this, I don’t need a stylist 
to do 2 strand twist” and I don’t 
need a trim since I’m natural;” 
yet it takes them a day and a half 
to detangle / shampoo / deep 
condition and style their hair!  so, 
ok, I get it – now you want that 
intimate time with just you and 
your strands, ryyyyght, do that!

Or we hear 

“you want How MuCH to 
style My Hair? . . . tHat’s 

too MuCH!”
We went back and forth with 
possible reasons why people 
either don’t want to go to natural 
hair salons or stop going to 
natural hair salons – especially 
on the same level at which 
they would go when they wore 
chemically treated hair.

Could it be that “youtube” has 
become the in-house natural hair 
stylist?  the one that you just can’t 

seem to master the same results 
as that favorite vlogger?  Or you 
decide to go it alone & does your 
hair suffer because of it.  Are your 
strands feeling or even looking as 
healthy as they could?

so help us help you!  While natural 
hair has been around since the 
beginning of time - natural Hair 
stylist were generally relegated 
to the home – your best friend’s 
living room or kitchen.  now 
that we have certificates of 
specialized training . . . thousands 
of hours with our fingers twisted 
in numerous curl textures . . . we 
have years of playing in more 
curls so much so, that we feel that 
we’ve seen it all . . . most of us 
have licenses that only skimmed 
the topic of multicultural natural 
hair never actually focusing on: 
curly hair – kinky hair – loose 
waves to extremely tight curls.  
but all-in-all, we still have that 
government paper coupled with 
our deeply rooted experiences of 
what our curly girls go through.  
We know how to fully identify 
with you because we are you.  
Join the conversation . . . email 
us with your thoughts. 
email:
nnaturalHairstudio@Gmail.com

Become a member at  NNaturalHairStudio.com  
Have questions shoot us an email 
 NNaturalHairStudio@gmail.com

THE FINE PRINT: There’s a $35 sign 
up fee. Appointments must be 
booked during the week. Our 

salon is open until 8PM Mon-Fri.  
At our Silver Spring, MD location 

only.  The LOC NClub is only 
serviced in Baltimore.

All services are done 
on location at

N Natural Hair Studio
11207 Lockwood Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-910- 4247

Short Hairstyle Long Length HairstyleMedium Length Hairstyle
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Shampoo (cleansing shampoo, followed 

by a moisturizing shampoo)

Conditioner (detangle)

Treatment of the month  
(ex. Deep conditioner)

Choose from 3 stylist curated looks 

that are released each month

The first ever natural hair subscription 
service, for just $50 a month you get:
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Anonymous
Hello My Name is Karen and I’m a Product Junkie.  

[Participants:  Hi Karen].  I don’t wanna be anymore.  

It all started May 23, 2011.  I wanted a change and 

decided to do the big chop for the Memorial Day 

weekend!  

Made an appointment with my stylist and she did the 

big chop for me.  But she didn’t know how to help me 

after that.  But no worries, I was already following 5 

bloggers and some other people on YouTube – they 

taught me everything I needed to know.  Oooo, they 

were flashing some new products every few weeks.  

And it would only take me a minute to get my hands 

on these new ‘must try’ hair loves, especially when 

they were kicking out discount codes and thangs!

Me and my girls would spend hours talking about the 

latest best thing on the market.  I even bought some 

Bentonite Clay & aloe
1/2 cup bentonite clay powder

1/2 cup pure aloe vera gel

4 tablespoons apple cider vinegar

1 cup apple cider vinegar

instruCtions
Mix the bentonite clay, aloe gel, and ACV until 

you get a smooth paste.

Apply the mixture to your scalp and hair.

Wear a shower cap and wait for 20-30 minutes. 

Ensure that the mask is not drying up.

Rinse the mixture out with a cup of vinegar.

Wait for 2-3 minutes and then shampoo and 

condition.

Baking soda / olive oil / Cinnamon
1 teaspoon of baking soda

2 tablespoons of olive oil

1/2 teaspoon of cinnamon powder

instruCtions:
Mix all ingredients in a small container

Part your hair in small sections and apply the 

mask down each part on the scalp

Massage the mask into the scalp in a gentle 

circular motion

Cover your hair and scalp with a shower cap for 

10 -15 minutes

Shampoo and conditioner your hair as normal

loC detoX
aCv/Baking soda loC Cleanse  
(with made respect to Bronze Goddess)

3/4 cup of Apple Cider Vinegar 

1/4 cup baking soda

1/2 fresh lemon (seeds removed) 

   or 2 tsp lemon juice

1 tsp spoon sea salt .

1 sink half filled with warm water 

   (or high enough to soak locs)

1 tall plastic cup

   (all ingredients can be adjusted higher to           

   balance sink of water)

instruCtions
1:  Mix all ingredients in your sink & stir until well 

dissolved

2:  Use cup to pour mixture over locs to wet & 

saturate the locs

3:  Allow locs to soak in mixture (10 – 15 mins) if 

possible and/or continue to pour mixture over locs

4:  Massage into scalp / scrub or squeeze down the 

length of your locs

5:  Rinse thoroughly until water runs clear

6: Shampoo with a moisturizing shampoo or as your 

normal shampoo

Disclaimer: We do not encourage doing hair detoxing 
more often than 1x a month depending on your lifestyle 
and or heavy product usage, as all detoxes do pull out 
moisture from the strands.  The information is not a 
substitute for medical advice and is for educational 
purposes only. Please consult your health care 
practitioner before undertaking any health changes. 
Before applying anything on your body, please do a 
patch test with it first.

curl cream from a sistah in Kansas!  Yaas, Kansas, it’s a 

moisturizing cream called ‘Naked’.  It smelt so good.  

She said it made her curls shiny and they looked good 

on the video.  Um, hum, I still have some of that in my 

bin.  Yes, I have a bin – a couple of them.  Don’t any 

you?  I noticed that my bestie was only talking about 

the same 3 – 4 products during our conversations.  

She always achieved the results she was going for.

But any ways, I just got this new edge control gel 

‘edges return’ and a twisting butter ‘whip it up’.  Im 

gonna use them for a few days and see what they do.  

I’m going to the hair show next week . . . can’t wait.  

I know Kamylia’s Garden gonna have some new stuff 

out and everything gonne be $10!  Whoa!  Y’all, I don’t 

want to keep spending my money and time like this.  

I want to learn how to use what I already have and 

be satisfied.  The struggle is real – since they have so 

much good stuff out here!  Thank you for listening to 

me.  [Participants:  Thank you for sharing. [Applause]]

Voice of Reason:

Sooo, does any of this sound familiar?  How many jars 

of twisting butters do you have?  And can you name 

the brands of the creamy leave-in conditioners you’ve 

been stashing?  Why do we do this? When does it all 

stop?

1 – we do it because we finally have some good 

natural hair care production options;

2 – we do it because we want to support our own & 

we definitely want to support the natural hair industry;

3 – it will stop when we really start paying attention 

to our strands and how they respond to the products 

we’re using;

4 – it will stop when we realize that every blogger you 

follow doesn’t have the same texture as your strands; 

therefore, you won’t always achieve the same results 

they do with the same products; and

5 - it will stop when we start reading labels and realize 

that most of the products that we purchase do the 

same thing as many of the products we already have. 

There could be so many reasons and we all have 

different motives; but let’s go back to the room to see 

how they wrap up this week’s meeting.

Counselor:  Karen, it may be a good time for all of us to 

address the little junkie (product attraction) kid we’re 

allowing to live inside us.  How can we help Karen 

and help ourselves?  During our next meeting, we’ll 

all bring our natural hair product bins – sort through 

everything and do a ‘product swap’.

Okay, until our next meeting – take it one jar or product 

at a time.

ProduCt Junkie 

hair detoXOptions

$50 per class

all sales final 
no refunds | no exchanges 

register
thenstitute.eventbrite.com

Sundays

How to  
Flat  
twist 101

natural hair 

 aug. 12 
@ 6pm

JulY 8 
@ 6pm


